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Across

1 Top table type maybe 
with GSOH clowning 
in short while (3,4)

5 Possibly white meat 
cut back in a cut, cut 
(7)

9 Half of rum's left -
'The Queen?' Yes (5)

10 I handle complaints re 
bones and mashed 
potatoes (hard) (9)

11 Choice meat dinner 
let stew with love (10)

12 'They give us mutton 
during Yuletide' we 
sniff (4)

14 Where W Indians live 
get spicy goose 
mostly man, I don't 
here (5,7)

18 See father, weight 
that's lost with taking 
exercise on wagon? 
Lots (7,5)

21 I'll do oeufs 
Lyonnaise for starters 
I'm a star... (4)

22 ...for the judges, fair 
Lyonnaise's here 
unvarying at centre 
(10)

25 What's to be divided 
up neat rum or fizz? 
(9)

26 Mark from nasty 
grease not stuffing (5)

27 Presented with 
portion of chicken do 
we dine? (7)

28 For 'more the merrier' 
one needs 100% proof 
(7)

Down

1 Bread and tea both 
endlessly ruined 
carpet (6)

2 Lead s taken from this 
gang heading off up 
drinking beer (6)

3 Guffaw and 

expressions of 
surprise and disgust 
about small portion? 
No minute! (10)

4 Start row online with 
small portion of 
turkey requiring a 
wad (5)

5 Dear tat in crackers 
for what was unfair 
charge (9)

6 On turkeys at centre 
getting short a crowd 
is wild (4)

7 Cat's crying with 
nothing to eat, I am 
cutting up rough part 
of turkey (8)

8 Bonding in company 
that guy's number one 
getting up (8)

13 Not for mixing I'm 
miserable spending 
time round half of city 
(10)

15 Scoffed first two 
pieces of turkey dry 

without giblets? Not a 
drop of gravy (3-6)

16 Engage a very loud 
one for start of dance 
(8)

17 Feed dorm duff that's 
misshapen (8)

19 I'll supervise bird 
being stuffed with 
central ingredient of 
mushrooms (6)

20 One's taught here 
Yuletide chap enters 
initially through 
chimney (6)

23 A drop of rum? 
Another downed - I'm 
a card! (5)

24 Coffee maybe, and 
what's needed for 
follower? Brandy 
coming up (4)


